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ABSTRACT
We study non-equivocation in synchronous agreement proto-

cols: the restriction on faulty processes that they cannot act

differently towards distinct non-faulty processes. Guarantees

of non-equivocation have been used to provide improved fault

tolerance in agreement protocols, and various mechanisms for

achieving it, have been proposed. However, the exact meaning

of non-equivocation varies subtly in the literature. In this paper,

we propose two different formal notions of non-equivocation:

strong and weak. We define both as fault models for synchronous

agreement protocols with reliable channels, and we show how

the two models yield distinct bounds for the minimal number of

communication rounds required and the maximum number of

faulty processes tolerable to achieve agreement: 1 round, n > t
for strong non-equivocation; and t + 1 rounds, n > 2t for weak
non-equivocation. This makes weak non-equivocation the only

fault model with a lower bound on fault tolerance of n > 2t for
broadcast agreement and interactive consistency, confirming the

folklore knowledge that equivocation is, in a sense, the most critical

of the Byzantine faults. Finally, we show how the weak and strong

non-equivocation fault models relate to well-known agreement

problems: strong non-equivocation corresponds to Byzantine

broadcast and weak non-equivocation to crusader agreement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Equivocation is the act of a faulty process acting differently when

correct behaviour is to be consistent. In this paper, we study non-
equivocation in synchronous agreement protocols: the guarantee

that otherwise Byzantine processes will never equivocate.

The notion of equivocation was introduced informally and with-

out the name by Lamport et al. [25]. Subsequently, Chun et al. [11]

named it and showed that assuming non-equivocation (in one form)

allows for an improvement in fault tolerance. Mechanisms provid-

ing non-equivocation can be constructed in different ways, with the

most well-known being perhaps Attested Append-Only Memory

(A2M) [11] and Trusted Incrementers (TrInc) [26].

Studies of non-equivocation have used subtly different defini-

tions of the concept, leading to subtly different results. E.g.,[27]

proposes the non-equivocation based “f -resilient” condition for

agreement in synchronous systems, and conjecture informally that

this property will be enough also in asynchronous ones. Mean-

while, [12] proves that transferable authentication is a necessary

addition to non-equivocation for a fault tolerance improvement

in asynchronous systems. The result of [12] does not contradict

the conjecture in [27] as the two papers are referring to different

notions of non-equivocation.

Thus, we propose two different concepts of non-equivocation:

strong and weak. Both require faulty processes to not “lie differ-

ently”, but weak non-equivocation allows faulty processes to se-

lectively omit messages to some participants, where strong non-

equivocation does not. In the above example [27] refers to a notion

like that of strong non-equivocation, while [12] refers to one like

that of weak non-equivocation.

Both A2M and TrInc can provide at best weak non-equivocation

since a malicious or faulty process using a trusted module can still

choose to simply not send messages. On the other hand, partial

broadcast channels [13, 21, 22, 33], and local broadcast channels [23,

24] provide strong non-equivocation, as they guarantee broadcast

messages are reliably and identically received by all neighbours.

Technically, we work in the original framework of Pease et al.

[30], where we define both weak and strong non-equivocation as

fault models for synchronous systems with reliable channels. We

show for both how to solve the agreement problem of interactive
consistency [30]. For strong non-equivocation, this is trivial; we

obtain a 1-round, n > t fault-tolerant algorithm simply by broad-

casting a value, where n is the number of processes, and t is the
number of faulty processes. For weak non-equivocation, we show

how the problem is solvable using the algorithm of Pease et al. [30]

with only minor adjustments. In this case, t+1 rounds are necessary,
and we obtain exactly a fault-tolerance of n > 2t .

https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn
https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn
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We relate the present results to the existing body of work on

agreement protocols in Table 1 on page 3. To the best of our knowl-

edge, weak non-equivocation is the only fault model with a lower

bound of n > 2t on the fault tolerance of broadcast agreement

and interactive consistency in a synchronous model with reliable

channels. This result demonstrates formally how equivocation is at

the core of impossibility of Byzantine fault tolerance.

The notions of weak and strong non-equivocation as fault

models fit neatly with our existing understanding of agreement

problems in the following sense. Under guarantees of strong

non-equivocation, it is trivial to implement Byzantine broadcast;

conversely, given a Byzantine broadcast oracle, it is trivial to obtain

strong non-equivocation. Similarly, under guarantees of weak

non-equivocation, it is trivial to solve crusader agreement [15];

and conversely, weak non-equivocation is straightforward to

obtain given a crusader agreement oracle. Essentially, properties of

non-equivocation in synchronous models come down to properties

of an oracle for the corresponding agreement problem.

The weak non-equivocation fault model resembles the authenti-

cated Byzantine fault model in that both can be achieved by the use

of cryptographic mechanisms. However, we show that while they

do share a subspace of runs not in the omission fault model, both

also contain a subspace of runs that the other fault model does not.

So as fault models, they overlap, but only partly.

Overview. We proceed as follows. After presenting related

work, we give in Section 2 a system model, in particular recalling

the framework of Pease et al. [30]. We introduce strong non-

equivocation in Section 3, followed by weak non-equivocation

in Section 4. In Section 5 we give bounds on rounds and fault

tolerance, and in Section 6 we prove those bounds tight. Finally, we

discuss relations to other agreement problem variants in Section 7.

Related work. In agreement protocols processes attempt to agree

on one or more values. Processes are given an input value, a pri-
vate value, and must agree on one or more of these values, the

decision value(s). Table 1 shows optimal fault tolerance for agree-

ment problems under various fault models, including results of the

present paper. The notion of (authenticated) Byzantine agreement

problems was introduced by Pease, Shostak, and Lamport [30][25],

formulated as interactive consistency and the Byzantine generals

problem. In interactive consistency, the non-faulty processes must

agree on a value for each process, while in the Byzantine generals

problem (i.e. Byzantine broadcast agreement) the non-faulty pro-

cesses must agree on the private value of a pre-specified process.

Interactive consistency can be achieved by running an instance of

broadcast agreement per process [19]. Consensus is the problem

formulation where every process suggests a value, and non-faulty

processes decide on a single common value. It notably differs from

interactive consistency and broadcast agreement in the validity

property [3, 19]: if all non-faulty processes suggest the same value,

then all non-faulty processes must decide that value. This stronger

validity property makes the problem impossible to solve, unless

n > 2t , when processes are allowed to lie about their value. Consen-

sus can be achieved, if n > 2t , by running a majority function an

interactive consistency vector, and similarly broadcast agreement

can be achieved by running a consensus algorithm on the received

values of a broadcast [19]. Uniform consensus differs from the other

agreement problems in that also faulty processes must agree on

the decided value [32, 34]. Fault-tolerant agreement is generally

impossible under asynchrony (FLP-impossibility), as shown by Fis-

cher, Lynch, and Paterson [20] because non-faulty processes cannot

distinguish a faulty process from delayed messages. This impossibil-

ity is commonly circumvented with either partial synchrony [18],

relaxation of termination or determinism [5, 7, 31] or the use of

failure-detectors [9, 10].

Non-equivocation was suggested by Chun et al. [11] as a means

of improving fault-tolerance, exemplified via improvements to

PBFT by Castro and Liskov [8] for asynchronous Byzantine consen-

sus with relaxed termination. The non-equivocation mechanism

used was an attested append-only log. Levin et al. [26] showed

how to construct such a log more efficiently using increment-

only counters. Non-equivocation is strongly linked to broadcast

primitives, and such two primitives have been used to achieve

non-equivocation; partial broadcast channels [13, 21, 22, 33] and

local broadcast channels [23, 24]. Here, non-equivocation means

that messages sent through special channels are received reliably

and identically by all neighbours. This corresponds to our no-

tion of strong non-equivocation in Section 3 but limited to sub-

sets of all processes. Other non-equivocation notions, e.g. that

of [1, 4, 11, 12, 14, 27], are weaker system-wide properties, where

faulty processes may omit messages. This corresponds to our notion

of weak non-equivocation in Section 4. Algorithms that use non-

equivocation to achieve agreement with improved fault-tolerance

include [1, 14, 27].

Fitzi and Maurer [21] showed that synchronous Byzantine broad-

casts (i.e. Byzantine generals) can be achieved with n > 2t using
a partial broadcast mechanism, which provides a property akin to

strong non-equivocation, between only subsets of 3 processes. Chun

et al. [11] showed how non-equivocation can be used to implement

an n > 2t resilient PBFT solution. Clement et al. [12] showed that

neither non-equivocation nor transferable authentication is enough

to give an n > 2t resilient agreement protocol under asynchrony

with relaxed termination; both are needed. Lastly, Jaffe et al. [22]

examined the trade-off between equivocation and redundancy by

showing under which conditions a fault-tolerance of n = 2t + h,
for any h > 0, can be achieved using partial broadcast channels

providing (strong) non-equivocation.

2 SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATION
A system comprises n synchronous processes connected with syn-

chronous and reliable point-to-point channels. Up to t processes
may be faulty, and can deviate arbitrarily from the protocol, but

not break the guarantees awarded by the fault model. To simplify

the presentation, we separate the message-exchange protocol from

the rest of the algorithm. By slight abuse of language, we will refer

to the message-exchange as the protocol, and the calculation made

by a process on its received messages as the algorithm.

We define P = {p,q, r , . . .} to be the set of all processes, N to

be the subset of all non-faulty processes, and F to be the subset of

faulty processes: N ∪ F = P , N ∩ F = ∅, |N | = n, and |F | = t . As
usual, P∗ denotes all finite strings over P , P+ denotes all non-empty

finite strings, and we refer to an element of P∗ as a process-sequence.
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Table 1: Optimal fault tolerance of different agreement problems in different fault models, assuming synchronous processes
and reliable, synchronous channels. Rows titled in bold represent results of the present paper.

Fault model Broadcast agreement Interactive consistency Consensus Uniform consensus

Byzantine n > 3t [25]† n > 3t [30] n > 3t [25]‡ N/A

Weak non-equivocation n > 2t n > 2t n > 2t N/A

Authenticated Byzantine n > t [25] n > t [30] n > 2t [35] N/A

Omission n > t [34] n > t [34] n > t [34] n > 2t [32]
Crash n > t [28] n > t [28] n > t [28] n > t [34]

Strong non-equivocation n > t n > t n > 2t N/A

†
Aka Byzantine generals n processes, t faulty
‡
Aka Byzantine agreement

Each message sent comprises of a value v ∈ V , and a member

of P+, representing the route the value has been sent along. Each

process can correctly determine the immediate sender of a message.

Note that lying about the process-sequence of a message is equiva-

lent to lying about the value [30], so we consider only lies about

values for the remainder of this paper.

We will define non-equivocation as a fault model for the protocol.

A fault model limits which messages faulty processes may send.

For this purpose, we use the framework of [30], where the message-

exchange is represented as a map σ : P+ → V from process-

sequences to values. For instance, σ (p |q) = v means that q has sent

v top, (“|” denotes string concatenation); andσ (p |q |r ) = v thatq has
reported top that r has reported the initial valuev toq. Processes do
not send messages to themselves, so, abusing notation, we consider

only process-sequences which do not contain consecutive duplicate

characters, e.g., we disregard p |p |q.
A process p obviously has access only to the messages it has

received. Formally, we define σp as ∀w ∈ P∗ : σp (w) = σ (p |w).
For ease of notation, and since process-sequences cannot include

consecutive duplicates, we let σp (p |w) = σp (w). In cases of message

omissions, we use ⊥ to denote the absence of a value in σ . We

use ⟨⊥⟩ as the value specifying the absence of a value, that is, if

σ (p |r ) = ⊥ then a correct p will report ⟨⊥⟩ to any q: σ (q |p |r ) = ⟨⊥⟩.

2.1 Interactive consistency
Recall the interactive consistency problem [30]. Each process p starts

with a private value vp and must compute a vector, vecp , of size n
such that:

Agreement: All non-faulty processes compute the same vector:

∀p,q ∈ N : vecp = vecq
Validity: If q is non-faulty, all non-faulty processes sets the q’th

element in the vector to q’s private value:
∀p,q ∈ N : vecp [q] = vq

Termination: All non-faulty processes must eventually compute

a vector.

Interactive consistency is known to be reducible to Byzantine broad-

cast and vice versa [19], so to solve interactive consistency, it is

sufficient to give an algorithm describing Byzantine broadcast. We

exploit this equivalence to interchangeably solve one or the other,

depending on which is more convenient: We generally find it more

convenient to solve Byzantine broadcast, however, interactive con-

sistency supports a more intuitive induction proof in Section 5.

For Sections 3 to 5, we use the following protocol, which is a

specialized round-based message-passing protocol. All processes

go through t + 1 information exchange broadcast rounds. In the first

broadcast round, the non-faulty processes broadcast their private

values, and subsequently, in round r they broadcast the values they

received in round r −1, along with the route that value has taken so

far. As we consider only a finite number of rounds and synchronous

channels and processes, termination of the protocol is trivial, and

we need only consider the termination of the algorithm.

This protocol gives us the following guarantee: a non-faulty pro-

cess neither lies about its private value, nor its previously received

messages.

Definition 2.1 (Non-faulty process guarantee). A non-
faulty process truthfully broadcast values, reporting ⟨⊥⟩ only when
they have observed a message omission:

∀q ∈ N : ∀p ∈ P \ {q} : ∀w ∈ P∗ :

σ (p |q |w) =

{
⟨⊥⟩, if σ (q |w) = ⊥
σ (q |w), otherwise

In the non-faulty process guarantee, ⟨⊥⟩ can be interpreted as the

reporting process reporting that there exists a suffix of the process-

sequence of that message, let’s call it w ′, for which σ (w ′) = ⊥.
Note that ⟨⊥⟩ is simply a value, and can be reported as any process’

private value. Also, note that this interpretation is not a guarantee;

a faulty process can report ⟨⊥⟩ having received neither ⊥ nor ⟨⊥⟩

in the previous round. Faulty processes are allowed to deviate

arbitrarily from the protocol and so from Definition 2.1; they are

restricted only by the fault model.

3 STRONG NON-EQUIVOCATION
We define strong non-equivocation fault model as a weakening of

the Byzantine fault model:

Definition 3.1 (Strong non-eqivocation). For any given
process-sequence, all processes—faulty or not—report the same value
to all other processes:

∀p, r , r ′ ∈ P : ∀w ∈ P∗ : σ (r |p |w) = σ (r ′ |p |w)
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Sincew can be the empty string and is prefixed with the same p on
both sides of the equality, this is equivalent1 to

∀r , r ′ ∈ P : ∀w ∈ P+ : σ (r |w) = σ (r ′ |w)

Under strong non-equivocation, a faulty process may still lie: a

faulty process q may receive v from p in round 1, but proceed to

claim to other processes that p saidw in round 2. Similarly, a faulty

process may omit messages under the strong non-equivocation

fault model, but only if it omits all messages in that round.

The strong non-equivocation fault model overlaps with the crash

fault model: a faulty process may fail by not sending any messages

from a given round onwards, thereby acting as if crashed. However,

the strong non-equivocation fault model does not contain the crash

fault model: in the crash fault model a faulty process can fail during

its broadcast, leading to a situation where some processes have

received a message from the crashing process, while others have

not; a violation of Definition 3.1. Conversely, a faulty process can lie

in a given round in the strong non-equivocation fault model, which

is not allowed in either the general omission- or the crash fault

model. So the strong non-equivocation fault model must overlap

with a strict subspace of the crash fault model, but also extend into a

strict subspace of the Byzantine fault model, see Figure 4 on page 9

for an illustration of the fault model spaces.

Given a guarantee of strong non-equivocation, it is trivial to

solve Byzantine broadcast, and so also interactive consistency. For

source q, each correct p simply decides on the value it was sent by

q in round 1: vecp [q] = σp (p |q). Clearly, if q is correct, each correct

process sets the same value. If q is faulty, then by Definition 3.1,

each other process has received the same message from q, and so

all decide on the same value. (We give a formal proof of correctness

in Appendix A.) Note that the strong non-equivocation fault model

really is very strong: all is done in one round, and within that single

round, the source process cannot fail in a way that makes it in any

way distinguishable from a correct process, making interactive con-

sistency and Byzantine broadcast solvable for n > t . Note that for
the problem of consensus, the lower bound is n > 2t , as processes
can lie about their private value (see Section 1).

We argue that Byzantine broadcast and strong non-equivocation

are interchangeable in the sense that strong non-equivocation im-

plies a trivial solution to Byzantine broadcast as shown above. Sim-

ilarly, a Byzantine broadcast oracle can be used to make algorithms

assuming the strong non-equivocation fault model work in the

Byzantine fault model. Informally, the latter holds because, after

Byzantine broadcast, all non-faulty processes agree on some value

for the source process, which is exactly strong non-equivocation.

Strong non-equivocation is most useful in systems with partial

trust, or given primitives providing the properties to parts of the

system. For examples, the extensive work on partial broadcast chan-

nels, e.g. [13, 21, 22, 33], use a definition of non-equivocation exactly

like strong non-equivocation; every process on the partial broadcast

channel receive the same messages. Using this primitive, Fitzi and

Maurer [21] consider the problem of achieving global broadcast, i.e.

Byzantine broadcast, from such strongly non-equivocating partial

broadcast channels. Given that strong non-equivocation is inter-

changeable with Byzantine broadcast, the problem of achieving

1
We are implicitly understanding this requirement to be only when r ′ |w contains no

consecutive duplicates, see Section 2.

global broadcast from partial broadcast channels can be rephrased

as a problem of extending strong non-equivocation across systems;

achieving system-wide strong non-equivocation from strongly non-

equivocating partial broadcast channels.

4 WEAK NON-EQUIVOCATION
Key practical approaches to non-equivocation revolve around using

cryptographic primitives in trusted modules, possibly hardware,

making equivocation readily detectable by non-faulty processes.

This is the approach taken by TrInc and A2M [11, 26]. In this case,

strong non-equivocation is not an appropriate fault model, since the

possibly faulty process employing the trusted module may still omit

any message it chooses, including omitting messages to some but

not all other processes within a single round. Thus, we define weak
non-equivocation, where all processes still must report the same

value to other processes for each process-sequence, but are allowed

to omit messages to some subset of processes. Recall absence of a

message is represented as ⊥ in σ .

Definition 4.1 (Weak non-eqivocation). For any given
process-sequence, all processes—faulty or not—report the same value
to a subset of processes, and omit messages to the rest:

∀p, r , r ′ ∈ P : ∀w ∈ P∗ : σ (r |p |w) , ⊥ ∧ σ (r ′ |p |w) , ⊥ =⇒

σ (r |p |w) = σ (r ′ |p |w)

Sincew can be the empty string and is prefixed with the same p on
both sides of the equality, this is equivalent to:

∀r , r ′ ∈ P : ∀w ∈ P+ : σ (r |w) , ⊥ ∧ σ (r ′ |w) , ⊥ =⇒

σ (r |w) = σ (r ′ |w)

Observe that the omission- and crash fault models are strict

subspaces of the weak non-equivocation fault model as a faulty

process can arbitrarily omit any message, and consequently also

stop sending messages altogether from a given round onwards,

thereby acting as if crashed See Figure 4 on page 9 for an illustration

of the fault model spaces.

4.1 Algorithm for t = 1

To establish intuition about the general algorithm, we give in Al-

gorithm 1 on page 5 a solution to Byzantine broadcast under weak

non-equivocation when t = 1. (For the general case, see Section 5.)

Note that for n = 3 this is the traditional Byzantine generals prob-

lem, which is not solvable in the Byzantine fault model [25].

The algorithm proceeds as follows over two rounds. If a non-⊥

value is received in the first round (line 3), we decide on that value

(line 4). Otherwise, the source must be faulty and (as t = 1) all

other processes non-faulty. If any other non-faulty process received

a value from the source, they correctly report that in the second

round (line 5), and we decide on that value (line 6). Otherwise, no

non-faulty process can have received a value in the first round,

and so we decide on ⟨⊥⟩ as the value. The non-faulty processes

all set the same value because they consider only the value sent

by the source in the first round, and by weak non-equivocation

(Definition 2.1), all who received the a value in round 1 received the

same value. Altogether, we have correctness (for full proof, refer to

the generalisation in Theorem 5.1):
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p q

r

⊥

v

⟨⊥⟩

v

(a) Report to only one

p q

r

⊥

⊥

⟨⊥⟩

⟨⊥⟩

(b) Report to no one

p q

r

⊥v

v
v

v

(c) Act non-faulty

Figure 1: Three examples of n = 3, t = 1 executions, showing
all possible actions a faulty source, p, can take under weak
non-equivocation, parametric on the value of v.

Theorem 4.2. In the weak non-equivocation fault model, interac-
tive consistency is solvable for any n > 1 if t ≤ 1.

It is instructive to consider the different possibilities a faulty

process has for lying under weak non-equivocation in the case

n = 3, t = 1. Refer to Figures 1 and 2. In each case, it is immediately

apparent to non-faulty nodes either who is faulty, or what the

correct value should be. E.g., in Figure 1a, r knows to decide on v
upon receiving it; q knows that p is faulty from the omission, thus

deciding upon the value from r , whichmust be correct because t = 1.

In Figure 2b, r knows that q is faulty as p could not have reported

v ′ to q without violating weak non-equivocation (Definition 4.1).

4.2 Properties of weak non-equivocation
To reason about the general case, we introduce the formal device of

consistent majorities. Consider a process p trying to decide on the

value of a source process q. A consistent q-majority for a value v is

p q

r

v

v

⊥

v

(a) Don’t relay

p q

r

v

v

v ′
v

(b) Relay incorrectly

p q

r

v

v
v

v

(c) Act non-faulty

Figure 2: Three examples of n = 3, t = 1 executions, showing
all possible actions a faulty non-source, q, can take under
weak non-equivocation, parametric on the values of v and
v ′ and assuming that v , v ′.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for process p to set q’th value in vector

functionWNEt=1(σp , p, q)

1: if p = q then ▷ p is q
2: return σp (p)
3: else if σp (p |q) , ⊥ then ▷ q reported a value to p
4: return σp (p |q)
5: else if ∃r .σp (p |r |q) , ⟨⊥⟩ then ▷ Someone else told p

about q
6: return σp (p |r |q)
7: else ▷ q have reported ⊥ to everyone

8: return ⟨⊥⟩

9: end if
end function

a setQ of more than t processes, including q, who have consistently
reported the value v to p, both for themselves and for each other.

Definition 4.3 (consistentmajority). Wewritemajq,vp,Q (t,σp , P)

and say that p has a consistent q-majority, when

∀w ∈ Q∗ : |w | ≤ t : σp (p |w |q) = v ∧ |Q | ≥ t + 1 ∧Q ⊆ P

Note that p having a consistent q-majority does not imply that

any other process has a consistent q-majority, as p may have re-

ceived different messages.

A consistent majority is related to the notion of a quorum but

differs by, (1) the source process must be part of a consistent major-

ity, and (2) the processes in a consistent majority Q also agree that

everybody in Q agree on the same value, at least as far as p knows.

The principle behind consistent majorities was described in [30].

Just from the message exchange σ , we can derive helpful re-

lationships between the distribution of faulty processes and the

existence of consistent majorities, provided we may assume n > 2t .
Recall that P = N ∪ F is the set of n processes, where F is the set of

at most t faulty processes, and N is the set of non-faulty processes.

Let p,q and r be processes and let σ be a map of messages after at

least t + 1 information exchange rounds according to Definition 2.1

and in the weak non-equivocation fault model (Definition 4.1).

Lemma 4.4. If p is non-faulty, then all non-faulty processes will
have a consistent majority for p’s private value vp :

∀q ∈ N : ∃Q ⊆ P : p ∈ N =⇒ maj
p,vp
q,Q (t,σq , P)

Proof. By Definition 2.1, all non-faulty processes correctly for-

ward values each round. So p must have reported vp to the set of

non-faulty processes N in the first round, and all processes in N
must have reported vp to each other in all following rounds. Then

N must be a consistent majority for vp , noting |N | > t . □

Lemma 4.5. If a process p does not have a consistent q-majority
then q must be faulty:

∀p,q ∈ P : (∀v ∈ V : ∀Q ⊆ P : ¬majq,vp,Q (t,σp , P)) =⇒ q ∈ F

Proof. Contraposition of Lemma 4.4. □
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Lemma 4.6. If p has a consistent q-majority for v , then it cannot
also have a consistent q-majority for a distinct value v ′:

∀v,v ′ ∈ V : ∀p,q ∈ P : ∃Q,R ⊆ P :

majq,vp,Q (t,σp , P) ∧majq,v
′

p,R (t,σp , P) =⇒ v = v ′

Proof. By contradiction. Assume that for some process p,

majq,vp,Q (t,σp , P),majq,v
′

p,R (t,σp , P) andv , v
′
holds. By definition of

consistent majority (Definition 4.3), any set Q s.t. majq,vp,Q (t,σp , P)

must include q, so it must be the case that σ (p |q) = v . But then

by majq,v
′

p,R (t,σp , P) it must be the case that σ (p |q) = v ′, which

contradicts v , v ′. □

Lemma 4.7. No consistent majority for ⊥ can exist:

∀p,q ∈ P : ∀v ∈ V : (∃Q ⊆ P : majq,vp,Q (t,σp , P)) =⇒ v , ⊥

Proof. By contradiction. Assume that there exists a Q s.t.

majq,⊥p,Q (t,σp , P). By Definition 4.3, |Q | > |F |, so there must exist a

non-faulty process in Q , i.e. a non-faulty process that has reported

⊥. But, by Definition 2.1, non-faulty processes never report ⊥. □

Lemma 4.8. If non-faulty processes p and q each have a consistent
r -majority, then those must be for the same value:

∀p,q ∈ N : ∀v,v ′ ∈ V :

(∃Q,R ⊆ P : majr,vp,Q (t,σp , P) ∧majr,v
′

q,R(t,σq , P)) =⇒ v = v ′

Proof. By contradiction. Assume that p and q have consistent

r -majorities for respectively different values v and v ′. By Defi-

nition 4.3, p having an consistent r -majority for v implies that

σ (p |r ) = v , and q having an consistent r -majority for v ′ implies

σ (q |r ) = v ′. By weak non-equivocation (Definition 4.1), σ (p |r ) ,
σ (q |r ) implies that either v or v ′ is ⊥. But by Lemma 4.7, no con-

sistent majority for ⊥ can exist: a contradiction. □

5 SOLVING INTERACTIVE CONSISTENCY
UNDERWEAK NON-EQUIVOCATION

To solve interactive consistency, it is sufficient to define an algo-

rithm that achieves agreement, validity and termination for one

source process, and then run that algorithm for each process in the

system [19, 30]. Assuming n > 2t and weak non-equivocation, we

give such an algorithm in Algorithm 2, which is a generalisation of

Algorithm 1 and an adaptation of the algorithm by Pease, Shostak,

and Lamport [30], which assumes the Byzantine fault model. The

key differences are the addition of ⊥ and ⟨⊥⟩, the required size of

consistent majorities in Definition 4.3, and the size of the set in

line 20, which is adapted to fit with a fault tolerance of n > 2t .
Algorithm 2 relies on two insights. (1) If a process cannot find

a consistent majority, then the source process must be faulty

(Lemma 4.5). (2) After t + 1 rounds, if the source process is faulty,
we can treat the other processes reports about the source process

as their private values in a new instance of interactive consistency;

write σ̂ for the restriction of σ where we remove any mention

of the source. This σ̂ will have t message rounds regarding these

values. Since the faulty source process is excluded, σ̂ can be used

to recursively find the values reported to the rest of the processes,

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for process p to set source process q’s
value in an interactive consistency vector

function PSL(σp ,n, t,p,q, P )

1: if p = q then ▷ p’s own private value

2: if σp (p) = ⊥ then ▷ ⊥ < V , so choose default ⟨⊥⟩

3: return ⟨⊥⟩

4: else
5: return σp (p)
6: end if
7: end if
8: if ∃Q ⊆ P : majq,vp,Q (t,σp , P) then ▷ Consistent majority

for v
9: return v
10: end if ▷ No consistent majority; q is faulty (Lemma 4.5)

11: σ̂p ← {} ▷ Start constructing σ̂p

12: P̂ ← P \ {q} ▷ Exclude q from σ̂p

13: for allw ∈ P̂∗, s.t. p |w |q is in the domain of σp do
14: σ̂p (p |w) ← σp (p |w |q)
15: end for ▷ Done constructing σ̂p
16: v̂ec← [ ] ▷ Constructing v̂ec: IC vector of σ̂p

17: for all r ∈ P̂ do
18: v̂ec[r ] ← PSL(σ̂p ,n − 1, t − 1,p, r , P̂)
19: end for ▷ Done constructing v̂ec
20: if ∃v , ⟨⊥⟩ : |{r | v̂ec[r ] = v}| ≥ t then
21: return v ▷ Min. one non-faulty process received v
22: else
23: return ⟨⊥⟩

24: end if
end function

by either finding a consistent majority for them or recursively

applying the same method. In the base case, there is only one faulty

process left, in which case Algorithm 2 behaves like Algorithm 1.

We proceed to prove correctness of Algorithm 2.

Theorem 5.1. Algorithm 2 is correct.
Proof sketch (full proof in Appendix C). Validity. As-

sume a non-faulty source p; we must show that for any non-faulty

process, Algorithm 2 returns the private value vp . Because p is

non-faulty, all non-faulty processes have a consistent p-majority

for vp (Lemma 4.4), and cannot have a consistent p-majority for

another value (Lemma 4.6). Thus Algorithm 2 will return vp in

line 9.Agreement. We must show that for all non-faulty processes,

Algorithm 2 returns the same value. Consider a source p. If p is

non-faulty, agreement follows trivially from validity (line 9), so

assume p faulty. We proceed by induction on t . For the base case,
t = 1, p either reports a value to some processes, in which case

all others know to trust a forwarded value (line 21), or not report

at value at all, in which case everybody agrees that this is the

case (line 23), and choose a default value. For the induction case,

consider two arbitrary non-faulty processes, and proceed by cases

on which have a consistent p-majority. If they both do, then it

is for the same value by Lemma 4.8. If neither has a consistent

p-majority, then both know that p is faulty, and run Algorithm 2

recursively with p, obtaining a correct interactive consistency
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vector by IH. They both run a majority function on this vector (line

20), arriving at the same result. If one has a consistent majority,

and the other does not, then the latter must have a recursive vector

with a majority of the same value as that of the consistent majority

by Definition 4.3 and IH (see also Lemma C.1 in Appendix C).

Termination. Immediate from the observation that message

exchange is bounded at t + 1; the domain of σ is then finite; the

domain of σp is then also finite; and it is now obvious that all loops

in Algorithm 2 terminates. □

Theorem 5.1 shows that interactive consistency can be solved

for n > 2t under weak non-equivocation. However, the solution is

not efficient, requiringΘ(nt+1)messages to construct the necessary

σ . Algorithms that solve interactive consistency in a polynomial

number of messages, e.g. [16] exists for the Byzantine fault model,

andwe leave a polynomial algorithm for theweak non-equivocation

fault model as future work.

6 TIGHTNESS
Having proved interactive consistency possible for n > 2t under
weak non-equivocation, we now show that it is a tight lower bound.

Theorem 6.1. Given any finite number of rounds, k , and n ≤ 2t ,
no synchronous deterministic algorithm exists which, given a σ in
the weak non-equivocation fault model, always finds an interactive
consistency vector with the properties of agreement, validity and
termination.

Proof. By contradiction. Assume a deterministic algorithm, A,
where any process p can run A(p,σp ,q) and obtain a value for q
fulfilling the requirements of agreement and validity. Without loss

of generality assume that n = 2t and that each run continues for

k rounds, where k ≥ t + 1. Partition all processes into sets O,Q,R
and S , s.t. |O | =

⌊ t
2

⌋
, |Q | =

⌈ t
2

⌉
, |R | =

⌈ t
2

⌉
and |S | =

⌊ t
2

⌋
. Note that

all processes in any two partitions can be simultaneously faulty,

except for Q and R as their combined size may be greater than t .
Let the source process be p ∈ O . We construct four runs with

different faulty partitions, such that some non-faulty process will be

unable to distinguish two specific runs from each other, leading to a

contradiction if the algorithm achieves both validity and agreement.

Let v1 and v2 be distinct values not equal to ⊥ or ⟨⊥⟩. For ease of

notation let A(Q,σRun1,p) denote the value each process in Q will

decide for p in run 1. We construct runs such that A(Q,σRun1,p) =
v1 by validity, and A(Q,σRun1,p) = A(Q,σRun3,p) by determinism

ofA. Similarly we will construct the runs such thatA(R,σRun2,p) =
v2 by validity, and A(R,σRun2,p) = A(R,σRun4,p) by determinism

of A. Lastly we will construct the runs such that A(S,σRun3,p) =
A(S,σRun4,p) by determinism ofA, ultimately showing that S must

decide both v1 and v2 which is impossible as v1 , v2.
We construct the runs as follows. Let the processes inO broadcast

to the other partitions in round 2 exactly as p broadcast in round 1.

Run 1 (The processes of R and S are faulty):

• p broadcasts the value v1 in the first round.

• In the second round, the processes in R broadcast the value

v2 and the processes in S broadcast ⟨⊥⟩.

• In the third round the processes in R broadcast the value

v2 and the processes in S broadcast ⟨⊥⟩, as the respective

values received from O .

• All processes correctly report all other messages.

By validity, all processes in Q decide v1.
Run 2 (The processes of Q and S are faulty):

• p broadcasts the value v2 in the first round.

• In the second round, the processes in Q broadcast the

value v1 and the processes in S broadcast ⟨⊥⟩.

• In the third round the processes in Q broadcast the value

v1 and the processes in S broadcast ⟨⊥⟩, as the respective

values received from O .
• All processes correctly report all other messages.

By validity, all processes in R decide v2.
Run 3 (The processes of O and R are faulty):

• In the first round p broadcasts the value v1 to all except

for the processes in partition S , resulting in S recording ⊥.

• In the second round the processes in R broadcast v2, and
O broadcasts v1 to all but S , resulting in S recording ⊥.

• In the third round the processes in R broadcast the value

v2 as the values received from O .
• All processes correctly report all other messages.

For the processes in Q , this run is indistinguishable from

run 1: in both runs, they have received v1 fromO , v2 from R,
and ⟨⊥⟩ from S by the end of round 2, and all partitions will

act the same for the remaining rounds. By determinism, Q
should decide v1 to be the value for p. By agreement, S must

then decide v1 to be the value for p.
Run 4 (The processes of O and Q are faulty):

• In the first round p broadcasts the value v2 to all except

for the processes in partition S , resulting in S recording ⊥.

• In the second round processes in Q broadcast v1, and O
broadcasts v2 to all but S , resulting in S recording ⊥.

• In the third round the processes in Q broadcast the value

v1 as the values received from O .
• All processes correctly report all other messages.

For the processes in R, this run is indistinguishable from run

2: in both runs, they have received v2 from O , v1 from Q ,
and ⟨⊥⟩ from S by the end of round 2, and all partitions will

act the same for the remaining rounds. By determinism, R
should decide v2 to be the value for p. By agreement, S must

then decide v2 to be the value for p. But for the processes
in S , this run is indistinguishable from run 3: in both runs,

they have received nothing (⊥) from any process in O , v1
from all processes in Q , and v2 from all processes in R by

the end of round 2, and all partitions will act the same in the

two runs for the remaining rounds. So, by determinism all

processes in S should decide v1 to be the value for p, leading
to the contradiction that the processes in S should decide

both v1 and v2 for distinct v1 and v2. □

Note that this proof uses determinism only to restrict that non-

faulty processes decides the same value under indistinguishable

runs. This restriction may be implied by the validity and agreement

properties, making the proof have no requirement of determinism.

We leave a more thorough investigation of this as future work.

The weak non-equivocation fault model is, to the best of

our knowledge, the only fault model with this lower bound

fault-tolerance for interactive consistency and broadcast in the

synchronous model; the Byzantine fault model has n > 3t and all
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O

Q

{O : v1,R : v2, S : ⟨⊥⟩}

R

{O : v2,Q : v1, S : ⟨⊥⟩}

S

v1 v2

⟨⊥⟩

(a) Run 1

O

Q

{O : v1,R : v2, S : ⟨⊥⟩}

R

{O : v2,Q : v1, S : ⟨⊥⟩}

S

v2

v1
⟨⊥⟩

(b) Run 2

O

Q
{O : v1,
R : v2,
S : ⟨⊥⟩}
{O : v1,R : v2, S : ⟨⊥⟩}

R

{O : v2,Q : v1, S : ⟨⊥⟩}

S

{O : ⊥,

Q : v1,
R : v2}

v1

⊥ v2

v2
v1

⟨⊥⟩

(c) Run 3

O

Q

{O : v1,R : v2, S : ⟨⊥⟩}

R

{O : v2,Q : v1, S : ⟨⊥⟩}

S

{O : ⊥,Q : v1,R : v2}

v2

⊥

v1

v1
v2⟨⊥⟩

(d) Run 4

Figure 3: Runs described in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Faulty partitions are bold. Arrows are selected messages sent in round
2. The source process p is inO , so the arrows fromO are messages in both round 1 and 2. For selected partitions, the messages
received by end of round 2 are annotated. Note how partitionQ receives the samemessages in run 1 and 3, partition R receives
the same messages in run 2 and 4, and partition S receives the same messages in run 3 and 4.

others has n > t (see Table 1). This uniqueness confirms formally

the folklore knowledge that equivocation is the most critical of

the Byzantine fault and what necessitates the triple replication of

processes in Byzantine agreement problems.

Considering the fault tolerance of general omission algorithms

(n > t ), Theorem 6.1 also suggests that the type of faults that

separates general omission from weak non-equivocation, i.e. lying

without equivocating, is what necessitates anything but the least

amount of replication. This hypothesis is also backed up by the

fault tolerance of the authenticated Byzantine fault model (n > t ),
where faulty processes are prevented from lying at all about (but
not omitting) the messages of non-faulty processes.

A proof sketch of the tightness of the bound of t + 1 rounds is
simply showing that weak non-equivocation encompasses the crash

fault model. As it is known that the broadcast agreement cannot

be solved for less than t + 1 rounds in the crash fault model [2], it

follows that the problem requires at least as many rounds in weak

non-equivocation. A formal proof can be found in Appendix B.

7 OTHER MODELS
In this section, we relate weak non-equivocation to (1) the prob-

lem of crusader agreement as defined by Dolev [15], and (2) the

authenticated Byzantine fault model as defined by Pease et al. [30].

7.1 Weak non-equivocation and Crusader
Agreement

From weak non-equivocation to crusader agreement. Weak non-

equivocation (Definition 4.1) implies a trivial solution to the prob-

lem of crusader agreement [15]. Crusader agreement is an agreement

problem weaker than Byzantine broadcast: non-faulty receiving

processes must decide a value in agreement with all other non-

faulty processes unless the receiving process knows that the sending
process is faulty. Formally, processes in the crusader agreement

problem decides a value for the process p’s private value vp , with
these properties:

Crusader agreement: All non-faulty processes decide the same

value unless they know that p is faulty.
2

Validity: If process p is non-faulty, then all non-faulty processes

decide vp .
Termination: All non-faulty processes must eventually decide on

a value, or know that p is faulty.

These properties are exactly true for any message in the weak non-

equivocation fault model: for some message, a non-faulty process

either receives a value from the sending process or it receives

nothing; if the receiving process receives nothing, then it knows

that the sending process is faulty; if the process receives a value,

then it is guaranteed that every other non-faulty process that also

received a value, have received the same value. Thus, a procedure

where the non-faulty processes (1) decides on the received value if

they receive one, and (2) otherwise sets the source process a faulty,

solves crusader agreement under weak non-equivocation.

From Crusader Agreement to Weak non-equivocation. Suppose
there exists an oracle producing crusader agreement upon request,

and that we use this oracle to produce crusader agreement for

the value of some source process p. After finishing deciding such a

value, all processes will (knowingly) be either faulty; non-faulty and

having decided a common value; or non-faulty and knowing that

p is faulty. This is exactly the same three states a process will find

itself in after p has broadcast a value under weak non-equivocation:

for some v , all correct processes q will have either σq (p) = v or

σq (p) = ⊥; in the latter case, q knows for a fact that p is faulty.

Dolev [15] showed that crusader agreement has a fault tolerance

of n > 3t in the pure Byzantine fault model, but that it only requires

a constant of 2 information exchange rounds. Dolev’s crusader

agreement algorithmworks by using a purifying function much like

Definition 4.3
3
to agree on a value or know that the source is faulty.

Assuming that n > 3t , we can use Dolev’s crusader agreement

2
"know that p is faulty" is a slightly imprecise definition. For more precision, the

phrase "can prove that if the receiving process itself is non-faulty, then p must be

faulty" can be used.

3
The most notable difference between Definition 4.3 and Dolevs purifying function

is that the purifying function does not require the source process to be part of the

consistent majority, and, of course, that the consistent majority must be of size at least

2t + 1, due to the lower fault tolerance.
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algorithm as a primitive to map any σ with t + 2 rounds in the

Byzantine fault model into a σ with t + 1 rounds in the weak

non-equivocation fault model. The mapping proceeds by using the

extra (last) round as the second round in Dolev’s algorithm, thus

achieving crusader agreement for the values transmitted in round

t + 1. These values can then be used to achieve crusader agreement

for the values transmitted in round t , and so on.

Altogether, it seems any algorithm that operates correctly given

a crusader agreement primitive, can replace that primitive with

an assumption of weak non-equivocation. Examples of algorithms

using such a primitive can be found in [6, 17, 29].

7.2 Comparison to the authenticated Byzantine
fault model

In this section, we examine the weak non-equivocation fault

model’s relationship with the authenticated Byzantine fault model.

We refer to the authenticated Byzantine fault model as defined in

Pease et al. [30], which says that a faulty process cannot lie (but

can omit messages) about the values of non-faulty processes:

∀p ∈ N : ∀w ′,w ∈ P∗ : σ (w ′ |p |w) = σ (p |w) ∨ ⊥ .

Given that interactive consistency problem is solvable in the au-

thenticated Byzantine fault model for n > t , and that the same

problem is solvable for weak non-equivocation for a tight n > 2t ,
one would expect the authenticated fault model is the stronger

fault model. However, we shall see that whereas the authenticated

fault model and weak non-equivocation obviously have an intersec-

tion, they also have a non-empty set difference in either direction.

As Clement et al. [12] showed in the asynchronous setting both

authentication and non-equivocation is needed to achieve a fault

tolerance of n > 2t for agreement problems, this relationship be-

tween the fault models is not entirely surprising. See Figure 4 for a

Venn diagram of spaces of σ ’s that exist in different fault models.

We demonstrate that (1) there exists σ ’s where algorithms for

weak non-equivocation can solve agreement, but algorithms for

the authenticated Byzantine fault model cannot; (2) there exists

σ ’s where algorithms for the authenticated Byzantine fault model

can solve agreement, but algorithms for weak non-equivocation

cannot; and (3) there exists σ ’s where algorithms for either fault

model can solve agreement, but algorithms for general omission

cannot. Examples of each follow here:

(1) For any such σ , no process can equivocate, but some process

must lie about the value of a non-faulty process. Let n =
3, t = 1, p, r ∈ N and q ∈ F . Let r be the source process,

and broadcast v in the first round. Then let q proceed to

report that they received u in the next round. Any algorithm

for authenticated Byzantine faults will wrongly conclude

that r is faulty, as only fault processes can have their value

spoofed, while any algorithm for weak non-equivocation

will correctly conclude q is faulty, as r has not equivocated.
(2) For any such σ , no process can lie about the value of a non-

faulty process but some process must equivocate. Let n =
3, t = 1, p,q ∈ N and r ∈ F . Let r be the source process,

and send a v to p, and a u to q in the first round, and let p
and q proceed to report their received values. Any algorithm

for authenticated Byzantine faults will correctly conclude

Byzantine

A
B

W

N
E

Omission

Crash

Figure 4: The relationship between spaces of σs described
by various fault models. Abbreviations: AB – authenticated
Byzantine, WNE – weak non-equivocation. Not pictured is
strongnon-equivocation,which overlapswith but is not con-
tained in the crash fault model, yet contained in the weak
non-equivocation fault model.

that r is faulty, as different values can only exists for faulty

processes, while any algorithm for weak non-equivocation

will wrongly conclude the other non-faulty process is, in

fact, faulty, as it “believes” that r is unable to equivocate.

(3) For any such σ , the following three properties must hold: (I)

Some process must lie, so that general omission algorithms

cannot solve agreement. (II) No process can equivocate, so

that weak non-equivocation algorithms can solve agreement.

(III) No faulty process can lie about the values of non-faulty

processes so that authenticated Byzantine algorithms can

solve agreement. From (I), (II) and (III), we can deduce that

t ≥ 2, and, by the lower bound fault tolerance of weak non-

equivocation, that n ≥ 5: Let n = 5, t = 2, p,q, r ∈ N and

s, x ∈ F . Let s be the source process, and send v to p in

the first round and nothing, ⊥, to q and r . Let x act as if it

received u, but otherwise, let every process report correctly

for the proceeding rounds
4
. Both weak non-equivocation

and authenticated Byzantine algorithms will deduce that

s is faulty, and that there is no majority for any specific

value, and so decide some default value. Meanwhile, for a

general omission algorithm, q and r know that s is faulty,
but have received the contradicting values v and u, and will

thus behave in an unspecified manner.

8 FUTUREWORK
Our results on fault-tolerance together with that of [12] suggests

that the property of transferable authentication alone can bridge the

gap between an agreement algorithm with non-equivocation in a

synchronous system and an asynchronous system with weakened

termination. An examination of this result, and in which other

system models this translation is valid, could lead to more efficient

translations between synchronous and asynchronous algorithms.

Given that the strong non-equivocation fault model is over-

lapping with the crash fault model, and that it implies a trivial

4
For the sake of argument, let r and q receiveu from x before they receivev from p , to
prevent early stopping general omission algorithms from deciding v before receiving

the contradicting u value
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solution to Byzantine agreement as seen in Section 3, it seems

that FLP-impossibility may not apply in systems using a primi-

tive providing strong non-equivocation. This opens up questions

of whether any weakening of termination, determinism or asyn-

chrony is strictly needed in asynchronous agreement systems that

use strong non-equivocation primitives such as partial broadcast

channels, e.g. [13, 21, 22, 33].

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed and formalised the notion of non-
equivocation in synchronous agreement protocols. We have pro-

posed two different notions of non-equivocation: strong and weak.
Both require faulty processes to not “lie differently”, however, weak

non-equivocation allows faulty processes to selectively omit mes-

sages to some participants, where strong non-equivocation does

not. We defined both formally as fault models for synchronous

agreement protocols with reliable channels, and we showed how

the two models yield distinct round- and fault tolerance-bounds

for agreement: 1 round, n > t for strong non-equivocation; and

t + 1 rounds, n > 2t for weak non-equivocation. This makes weak

non-equivocation the only fault model with a lower bound on fault

tolerance of n > 2t for broadcast agreement and interactive con-

sistency, thus confirming formally the folklore knowledge that

equivocation is somehow the most critical of the Byzantine faults.

Finally, we have shown how the weak and strong non-equivocation

fault models relate to well-known agreement problems: strong

non-equivocation corresponds to Byzantine broadcast and weak

non-equivocation to crusader agreement.
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Appendices

A STRONG NON-EQUIVOCATION
CORRECTNESS PROOF

Algorithm 3 Algorithm for process p to set q’th value in vector,

under the strong non-equivocation fault model

function SNE(σp , p, q)

1: if p = q then
2: return σp (p)
3: else
4: return σp (p |q)
5: end if

end function

Lemma A.1. Algorithm 3 guarantees validity for n > t , in the
strong non-equivocation fault model.

Proof. We must prove that for any non-faulty process, p, run-
ning Algorithm 3 for some other non-faulty process q, Algorithm 3

will produce q’s private value vq .
Assume n > t + 1, since validity is trivially ensured for n = t + 1.

Let p and q be non-faulty processes. By the Definition 2.1 we

know that σ (p |q) = σ (q), for all non-faulty q.
□

Lemma A.2. Algorithm 3 guarantees agreement for n > t , in the
strong non-equivocation fault model.

Proof. We must prove that for any two non-faulty processes, p
and r , running Algorithm 3 for some third process q, Algorithm 3

will produce the same result for p and r .
Proof by contradiction. Let p and r be non-faulty processes. As-

sume that p and r get different results from Algorithm 3, for some

other process q. Then σ (p |q) , σ (r |q), but this contradicts Defini-
tion 3.1. □

Lemma A.3. Algorithm 3 guarantees termination for any termi-
nating protocol.

Proof. The proof follows trivially from the fact that the protocol

terminates, which implies that a lookup in σ terminates. □

B TIGHTNESS OF ROUNDS FORWEAK
NON-EQUIVOCATION

We will now show that t + 1 rounds is the least amount of

rounds needed to solve interactive consistency in the weak

non-equivocation fault model. We do this by arguing that the weak

non-equivocation fault model completely encompasses the crash

fault model (i.e. any σ under the crash fault model can exist under

the weak non-equivocation fault model). Since it is well-known, e.g.

from [2], that agreement problems in a crash fault model cannot be

solved with less than t + 1 information exchange rounds, it must

follow that agreement problems in weak non-equivocation must

use at least as many. And with the proof of Theorem 5.1, we know

that interactive consistency is solvable using t + 1 information

exchange rounds, showing that t + 1 rounds is a tight lower bound.

That weak non-equivocation encompass crash faults follow triv-

ially from the fact that faulty processes can arbitrarily not report

anything and thus can act exactly as a crashed process by not report-

ing anything from some time and until the protocol has terminated.

A formal proof follows:

Theorem B.1. Any σ that can exist under the crash-failure model
must also be possible under weak non-equivocation.

Proof. By contradiction. Assume that there exists a σ in the

crash-failure model that cannot exist under weak non-equivocation,

and denote such a σ as σcrash . In σcrash there must exist two pro-

cesses p,q, a (possibly empty) string w and value (or ⊥) v such

that σcrash (q |p |w) = v , and no σ restricted under weak non-

equivocation can produce the same v given the input q |p |w :

∀σWNE ∈WNE : σWNE (q |p |w) , v

where WNE is the space of possible σ ’s restricted under weak

non-equivocation.

Now we construct a contradiction by cases on the faultiness of

p:

Case 1: (p is non-faulty): as p is non-faulty,v must be a correct and

valid value determined byw : σcrash (p |w) = v , which must be pos-

sible in all σ ’s restricted under weak non-equivocation according to

the non-faulty process guarantee. As such p cannot be non-faulty.

Case 2: (p is faulty): as p is faulty, it can act non-faulty which

is identical to Case 1, which we have shown cannot be the case.

Alternatively, p can act faulty, which in the crash-failure model

means crashed. If p is crashed then v = ⊥. But according to weak

non-equivocation, is always allowed to report ⊥, meaning any such

σ must be possible under the restriction of weak non-equivocation.

As such p cannot be faulty.

Leading to the contradiction that p is neither faulty nor non-faulty.

□

So we can conclude that the number of information exchange

rounds of Algorithm 2 is optimal. This should not be mistaken as

the algorithm being efficient or optimal in the number of messages;

we conjecture that a message-efficient (polynomial) algorithm such

as the one presented by Dolev et al. [16] could be modified to allow

for optimal fault tolerance in a weak non-equivocation fault model,

but leave this as future work.

C PROOFS OF CORRECTNESS FOR THE
GENERALWEAK NON-EQUIVOCATION
ALGORITHM

The proof relies on the following technical Lemma.

Lemma C.1. If a process p has a consistent q-majority for the value
v , then p’s v̂ecp must contain at least t v-values.

∀p,q ∈ P : ∀v ∈ V : (∃Q ⊆ P : majq,vp,Q (t,σp , P)) =⇒ |v̂ecp [·] = v | ≥ t

Proof. By Definition 4.3, each process in Q have consistently

reported v wrt. all other processes in Q including q, to p:

∀w ∈ Q∗ : |w | ≤ t : σp (p |w |q) = v
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So σ̂p , the map used to create v̂ecp , must have the property that

each process in Q \ {q} have consistently reported v about itself

and all other processes in Q \ {q}, to p:

∀w ′ ∈ (Q \ {q})∗ : |w ′ | ≤ t − 1 : σ̂p (p |w
′) = v

So, for each process in Q \ {q}, p must be able to find a consistent

majority for v in the recursive call that makes up v̂ec:

∀r ∈ Q \ {q} : majr,vp,(Q\{q})(t − 1, σ̂p , P \ {q})

And since |Q | ≥ t + 1 by Definition 4.3, then (Q \ {q}) ≥ t , giving
us the result that v̂ecp must contain at least t v-values. □

We can now proceed to prove Algorithm 2 correct, by proving

that it satisfies validity, agreement and termination:

Lemma C.2. Algorithm 2 satisfies validity when n > 2t .

Proof. Assume a non-faulty source p; we must show that for

any non-faulty process, Algorithm 2 returns the private value vp .
Because p is non-faulty, all non-faulty processes have a consistent

p-majority for vp (Lemma 4.4), and cannot have a consistent p-
majority for another value (Lemma 4.6). Thus Algorithm 2 will

return vp in line 9. □

Lemma C.3. Algorithm 2 satisfies agreement when n > 2t .

Proof. We must prove that every non-faulty process will get

the same result by running Algorithm 2 for some source-process q.
By cases on the faultiness of q:

Case 1: (q is non-faulty) Agreement follows from validity if q is

non-faulty.

Case 2: (q is faulty) By induction on t :
Base step: t = 1. By cases on the q’s first messages:

Case 2.i: First consider the case ∀p ∈ P \ {q} : σ (p |q) = ⊥, i.e.
where the source process does not send a single message in the

first round. By Lemma 4.7, none of the non-faulty processes will

have a consistent majority. Thus all processes will calculate v̂ec,
excluding the source process and make a recursive call with t = 0.

By Definition 2.1 and since t = 0 in the recursive call, all other

processes must have sent ⟨⊥⟩ in round 2. Thus all values in v̂ec
must be ⟨⊥⟩, making Algorithm 2 return ⟨⊥⟩ for all non-faulty

processes on line 23.

Case 2.ii: Next consider the case ∃p ∈ P \ {q} : σ (p |q) , ⊥ i.e.

where the source process sends a value v (, ⊥) to one or more

processes in the first round. For any process, p, receiving v in

the first round, Algorithm 2 will return v on line 9 as {p,q} is a
consistent q-majority. All other processes must have received ⊥ in

the first round by weak non-equivocation (Definition 4.1), and thus,

by Lemma 4.7, calculate v̂ec, excluding q and with t = 0. By the

non-faulty process guarantee (Definition 2.1), and Lemma 4.4, v̂ec
consist only of ⟨⊥⟩ and a v value for each process that received v
in the first round, which is at least 1. As v̂ec contains only ⟨⊥⟩ and
v Algorithm 2 will, for all non-faulty processes that did not receive

v in the first round, return v in line 21 since 1 ≥ t = 1.

Induction step: Induction hypothesis: Algorithm 2 satisfies

agreement for t − 1 for any n > 2(t − 1). We must prove that,

given the induction hypothesis, Algorithm 2 satisfies agreement for

t . Recall that by assumption n > 2t . Consider any two non-faulty

processes, q and r , and a faulty source process p. The proof is on
cases of existence of consistent p-majorities for q and r .
Case 2.iii: Consider the case∃v,v ′ ∈ V : ∃(Q,R) ⊆ P : majp,vq,Q (t,σq , P)∧

majp,v
′

r,R (t,σr , P) i.e. where q has a consistent p-majority for some

value v , and r has a consistent p-majority for some value v ′. By
Lemma 4.8, we know that v = v ′.
Case 2.iv: Consider the case∀v,v ′ ∈ V : ∀Q ⊆ P : ¬majp,vq,Q (t,σq , P)∧

¬majp,v
′

r,Q (t,σr , P) i.e. where neither q nor r have a consistent

p-majority. Both q and r will calculate v̂ec by calling Algorithm 2

with n − 1 and t − 1 and each process other than p as the source

process. By assumption n > 2t , so n − 1 > 2(t − 1). As such the

induction hypothesis applies, and so q’s v̂ec and r ’s v̂ec must be

equal.

Case 2.v: Consider the case (∃v ∈ V : ∃Q ⊆ P : majp,vq,Q (t,σq , P))∧

(∀v ′ ∈ V : ∀R ⊆ P : ¬majp,wr,R (t,σR , P)) i.e. where q has a consistent

p-majority for some value v , and r does not have a consistent p-
majority for any value. Let q calculate v̂ec using σq , despite having a
consistent p-majority, and denote the result v̂ecq . By the induction

hypothesis r will calculate the same v̂ec as q: v̂ecr = v̂ecq . By
Lemma C.1 we know that there is at least t v-values in v̂ecq and

therefore also in v̂ecr . As there is t v-values in v̂ect Algorithm 2

returns v on line 21 for r , while returning v for q in line 9, as q has

a consistent p-majority for v .
Note that in the case where n = 2t + 1, v̂ecr will contain exactly

2t values, leaving room in v̂ecr for a value different from v with t
instances. However, such a value can only be ⟨⊥⟩ by the following

argument. If there are two different values with t instances in v̂ecr ,
then q’s consistent p-majority for value v must be of size exactly

t + 1 by consequence of Lemma C.1. As r does not have a consistent
p-majority, q’s consistent majority must contain at least 1 faulty

process by Lemma 4.5. This implies that there is at least one non-

faulty process, s , that is not part of q’s consistent majority. Note

that s and r may be the same process. According to weak non-

equivocation (Definition 4.1) s must have received either v or ⊥ in

the first round. And by validity (Lemma C.2), v̂ecr [s] must then be

either v or ⟨⊥⟩, ensuring that if v̂ecr t instances of a value other
than v , that value must be ⟨⊥⟩.

□

Lemma C.4. Algorithm 2 satisfies termination for any terminating
protocol.

Proof. Termination follows from the following facts: (1) when

t = 0 there is always a consistent majority (Lemma 4.4); (2) all loops

are finite, including the loop over all w ∈ P̂∗ s.t. p |w |q is a key in

σ (line 13), as there is a finite amount of keys in σ ; and (3) n and t
are finite, and so the number of recursion-calls to PSL(σ̂p ,n − 1, t −

1,p, r , P̂) (line 18) must be finite. □

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Immediate from Lemmas C.2 (valid-

ity), C.3 (agreement), and C.4 (termination). □
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